We always need extra hands to help us
create a community free of sexual
violence. This position includes
opportunities such as Child Minding,
Events and Committee Volunteers,
Graphic and Social Media Volunteers, and
Promotion Volunteers.
Child Minding
At the Centre, we understand the
importance of removing barriers to
accessing services. Therefore, we offer
survivors with children the option for
child minding while they attend their
appointments. Volunteers provide child
minding for one to two hours with access
to our dedicated child-minding cart with a
variety of age appropriate activities.

comfortable using online programs to
create graphics.
Promotion Volunteers
Did you know we hand press our buttons
and magnets? Hand cut our bookmarks?
Hand pour our candles? We always need
support in creating hilarious buttons and
magnets, meaningful bookmarks, and
candles for fundraising! Opportunities for
these activities will be at the Centre and in
the community.
What’s the time commitment?
Volunteers are required to commit to the
Centre for a minimum of 6 months. Since
these opportunities are not scheduled,
there is no monthly hour minimum.
What’s the application process?

Events and Committees
Do you have a passion for event planning?
Do you enjoy connecting and networking
with local businesses and community
organizations? Then this is the role for
you! Join our fundraising committee or
help plan one of our many community
awareness events, such as Take Back the
Night or our December 6th vigil.
Graphics and Social Media
We know the best way to spread the word
is through social media! At the Sexual
Assault Centre Kingston, our goal is to
create compelling graphics and social
media campaigns to engage our online
audience with the purpose of education,
promotion, and/or awareness. Volunteers
in this role should be creative and

1. Submit an inquiry to the
Volunteer Coordinator.
2. The Volunteer Coordinator will
email you with dates and times for
an interview.
3. Complete and interview and
receive next steps.
4. Submit your Vulnerable Sector
Police Clearance and Responding
to Disclosures Certificate. The
certificate takes approximately 2
hours to complete and can be
done on your own time.
5. Attend a Sexual Violence 101
training that takes place in person
for 2 hours.
6. Start volunteering!

